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PREFACE

This publication documents work done for the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary
* of Defense for Dual-Use Technology Policy and International Programs. In addition to

providing a basis for policy and priority decisions regarding technology support,
ave agreements and export controls, the results of this analysis will be incorporated

into the Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCI1.) and Foreign Technology Assessments
* (FTAs).
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FOREWORD

In October 1992, the Director of Multinational Programs, Undersecretary of
* Defense for Acquisition and Technology, tasied the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA)

to assess space technologies. The objective of this assessment was to identify those
technologies that are space unique, militarily critical, and dual-use to provide the

basis for policy and priority decisions regarding technology support, cooperative
* agreements, and export controls. To accomplish these tasks, IDA organized a Space

Systems Technology Working Group (SSTWG) with Dr. Raymond V. Wick, Chief
Scientist for the Space and Missiles Technology Directorate of the Air Force Philiips
Laboratory, and Major General Gerry Hendricks (USAF, Retired) from IDA as co-

• chairpersons. Twelve subgroups of government, industry, and academia representatives

were formed to address the major space system technology areas. The Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Dual-Use Technology Policy and International Programs)
was the DoD sponsor for this SSTWG effort.

* Each of the space technology subgroups was asked to identify and describe the

militarily critical space technologies (using Service mission deficiencies as a major
input), explain their military significance, identify the key quantitative parameters

involved, estimate their dual-use potential, assess their foreign availability, and
* recommend appropriate actions. For critical military parameters, the objective was to

define more completely the threshold specifications in order to free from control those

technologies that were not militarily critical. Also, because of the importance of the

economic and the military and scientific aspects of space technology, the SSTWG
* subgroups were asked to discuss the economic security implications of the critical

military and dual-use technologies. The results of these individual subgroup efforts and the

subpanel membership lists are published in the "Technical Report," IDA Document

D-1521. In addition, the "Scripted Briefing," IDA Document D-1520, can be used as a

* supplement to this document.

This Executive Report summarizes the findings and conclusions of the subgroups.

It contains a Summary with conclusions and recommendations of the SS TWG, an

Introduction (Section I), and a discussion of each space technology area (Section II).

v
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Section M1 has three sets of tables. The first set (Table Il-1) summarizes all identified

critical and unique space technologies. The second set (Tables M1-2 through HI-13) lists

the critical technologies and their critical parameters in each of the 12 functional areas. The

third set (Tables 111-14 through 111-23) lists 10 of the 12 technologies and includes the
values of parameters that have been achieved in laboratory and the corresponding

production capabilities to date for each technology.

The conclusions and recommendations of this SSTWG study verify several of the

recommendations by the Vice President's Space Policy Advisory Board, particularly those

recommending strong support of space research and development (R&D), the improvement
of the U.S. launch capability, and the removal of i.ipediments to the economic growth of

U.S. space activity.

This report supports Secretary Widnall's assertion that: "Space systems signal

America's stature as a world power and aerospace nation. Control of space

and access to It are fundamental to economic and military security. Ask the 0
20 foreign countries who will have space capabilities by the year 2000: a

presence In space implies influence, power and security" (Sheila E Widnall,

Secretary of the Air Force, September 1993).

vi
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SUMMARY

0 A. BACKGROUND

The Space Systems Technology Working Group (SSTWG) study was formed as a

result of two major concerns. The first was an industry concern about the export

restrictions on militarily critical technologies, with the resulting negative effect on global

space commercial business opportunities. The second was a recognition within the

Department of Defense (DoD) and industry tfat the primary planning documents used to

prioritize spending and to restrict foreign trade treated space technology in a cursory

fashion rather than as a focused priority technology area. This study complements recent
Joint Directors of Laboratory technology studies, directed towards fostering attention on

critical military and military space technologies.

Examples of this casual treatment of space technology include the Militarily
* Critical Technology List (MCTL) space technology coverage, which gives fractional and

varying levels of technical detail to space technology items scattered throughout the 15

established technology sections, and the DoD Key Technology Plan, in which space-

unique technologies are scattered throughout the 11 recognized categories but space
* technology is not recognized as a distinct entity or category. This format makes it

difficult to locate specific space technology items and to identify the unique performance

parameters that determine if they are truly critical space technologies that should be
given priority support As a result, numerous space-related technologies are not

• addressed in the key DoD plans.

The United States has recognized the importance of space and space technology to

its national and economic security since the beginning of the space era. Consequently, we

have played a dominant world role in developing and using space technology. The

importance of our military and commercial space assets and their capabilities, in

peacetime and in combat, was demonstrated vividly during the buildup and conduct of the
Gulf War. With the decline in available defense resources, the United States has an added

impetus to identify critical military space technologies. Fully supporting all aspects of

0
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national planning for the development of these technologies will contribute

significantly to our continued military and commercial leadership in space.

U.S. space leadership in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s enhanced our economic

strength and strengthened our technological and military capabilities. Recent global

changes, including the fall of the Soviet Union and the emergence of new economic

centers and alliances, place greater pressure on U.S. space leadership. More countries are

competing for space leadership, and they are acquiring the needed technologies. If the

United States does not aggressively pursue the goal of remaining the dominant space
power, other countries will seize the opportunity. France is becoming the leader in

low-cost, highly reliable commercial launchers, and Russia and China are working
diligently to establish a commercial space industry. An awareness of these challenges

within the Congress and recognition by other national leaders is crucial to build the

foundation for the resource support necessary for continued U.S. leadership in space.

If the United States is to maintain its military space leadership role, the DoD must

ensure that military space science and technology requirements are adequately identified
and specifically defined and documented so that critical space development programs
receive the required resource support.

B. ECONOMIC IMPACT

Although the military threat to national survival-a characteristic of the bipolar

Cold War years-is greatly reduced, the military threat of regional conflict is, and will

remain, high. A more important and immediate menace to the United States is the

economic threat posed to the present U.S. aerospace industry. The U.S. share of the
global aerospace market has dwindled significantly in recent ycars. This market

shrinkage has had a direct impact on the U.S. space industry as a whole, a fact emphasized
in the recently completed Space Industry Study chaired by thc Vice President of the •

United States.

In addition, the European and Pacific Rim countries are mounting state-
sponsored efforts to become leaders in the global aerospace market, particularly

where there appears to be a commercial payoff (i.e., space communications and
launch services). Substantial investments have been made to support research,

development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) facilities and to educate scientists and
engineers. Business leverage alliances and partnerships are growing between

governments, industry, and their educational institutions. If this trend continues, the

S-2
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United Staies could be relegated to second place (or worse) in many categories of the

world aerospace market

early in the 21 st century.

The space contri-

bution to our national
. EVERY STATE IN THE UNION IS INVOLVED MWTH

* economy is considerable. SOME ASPECT OF SPACE

Every state in the union e 2.5% OF TOTAL FEDERAL EXPENDITURES

has research, develop- INVESTMENT

ment, or manufacturing
* activities related to

current and projected

space efforts. Space is

expenditures currently

4 amount to more than
2.5 percent of the Federal Budget (about $35 billion) and represent 15 percent of the DoD

investment account through 1997. The $5 billion commercial space export business in
1991 was the equivalent of exporting about 500,000 automobiles. This export business

* could increase significantly if the United States maintains its competitive edge in the
development of new cost reducing technologies with advanced systems capabilities.

The question is as follows: How can the United States best exploit its space
technologies and maximize the contribution of these technologies to military and economic

* security? The United States' long-term investment in the military capability necessary to

defend the itself must be protected. Pressures from U.S. industry for expansion into
commercial space markets around the wvorld will continue, and !imiting the access of space

technologies to these foreign markets must be weighed carefully. Today, U.S. space
• industry access to the global market is often being restrained through limitations on the

foreign sale of dual-use technologies. For the space-critical technologies at risk, the
challenge for the U.S. government is to achieve a reasonable and prudent balance

between national security requirements, military interests, and economic interests.

* To be successful, government and industry must commurcate and coordinate.

One approach to managing dual-use technologies is to emphasize selling products

or allowing the use of the technology products rather than selling the development

and production technologies themselves. A good example of this approach is land
satellite (LANDSAT) imaging. Images, not the optical systems that produce these

S-3



images, are sold commercially. Another approach is to develop more cooperative research

agreements between government and industry to pursue reduced-cost launcher and

payload technologies and more international cooperative agreements with other friendly

countries.

C. DISCUSSION

The ability to manage space technologies and capabilities is critical to overall U.S.

space leadership, especially in the management of dual-use space technologies. Greater

use, both commercially and militarily, will lower the unit cost to all users. For the

militarily critical space technologies, their security value versus commercial access to them
and the resultant effect on our global competitive position will require continual

evaluation. A continuing dialog about U.S. long-term objectives is required to provide the

basis for identifying and restricting those few militarily critical space technologies that
should not be exported because of national security reasons. With the emphasis on
broadening the global commercial opportunities for all technologies, including space, DoD

will need sound and very specific rationales for the technologies judged to be militarily

critical.

As the United States transitions from policies that governed past export controls, it
must recognize the need for changes and make the needed adjustments. Today, some

noncritical technologies, such as all "space-qualified" cryocoolers, are controlled.

Under the new export control regime, noncritical technologies must be reevaluated
to determine whether controls are nectssary. The past definitions were too general and

covered categories of technologies rathor than specific technology elements, items, or

systems. However, we have identified tIree technologies that are not controlled but
are critical and should be controlled. VM11en such technologies are identified, the United

States must effect prompt changes in .Aprt controls. In the first case, the penalty for not

acting is the kos of commercial sales and their attending economic impacts. In the
second cue, the potential loss of a militarily critical technology that adversely affects

U.S. national security is a real possibility.

The ability to properly define critical technologies, to adequately assess their
priority in relation to U.S. security requirements, and to effectively communicate this
information to DoD and Congressional leadership provides the best assurance that fUnding

for these critical space technologies will be forthcoming. Without adequate visibility
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and understanding of space technologies' military and economic contributions, the

needed support to bring these tecbhnologies to full maturity will erode.

D. TRENDS

A relatively flat

trend in U. S. defense

space budgets is COMMERCIAL SATELLITE LAUNCHES

forecast over the next

few years. In total, the
* U.S. commercial space &AUWAM FMANCE

market is expected to

continue to grow, a UwIM

albeit slowly. The 8 6 Mr

* greatest growth areas

are expected to be

communications and

ground surveillance systems. Forty new communication satellites are scheduled for launch
in the next 5 years. These launches are projected to result in a nominal 4 percent growth

per year in new space-based C/Ku-band transponders.

On the negative side, U.S. commercial launch capability is not as cost effective

as that of our foreign competition. As a result, we are now launching fewer

commercial satellites than the French. In the 1991-1992 period, France launched 12
satellites, and the United States launched 4 satellites. This situation, if unchanged, will

have serious long-term implications for the U.S. space program.

The public space euphoria of the early 1980s, with talk of long duration space

missions and future colonization, has subsided. Recent congressional actions suggest that

space, as a priority, has taken a back seat to the demands for budget balancing and
increased funding for social concerns. Highlighting and emphasizing to the public and

Congress the value and importance of today's space technologies should have a

positive direct effect and provide the best opportunity to maintain U.S. space

dominance.

S-5



E. TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT

Technology investment has the potential payoff of maintaining U.S. technological
performance leadership and a leveraged position in the world economic arena. Countries
and companies that have large research and development (R&D) investments appear to do
wi•il. With new technologies, the challenge is obtaining the needed investment up-front to
realize the desired long-term benefits. 9

The French Ariane is an example of a technology investment strategy that has paid
dividends. By investing in launch operations with modernized and automated checkout
and launch, Ariane can launch a comparable Atlas Centaur or heavy-lift Titan IV with a
100-person ground crew in about 10 days. In comparison, the United States needs
300 people and 55 days to launch an Atlas Centaur and 1,000 people and 90 days to
launch a heavy-lift Titan IV. Through this quick, low-cost launch service, the French are
capturing most of the world's commercial satellite launch business.

The United States has the enabling technologies to lead in low-cost launch 0
systems. However, we lack national priority, investment strategy, and resource

support to systematically develop these technologies for the next-generation
propulsion systems and launch vehicles.

Given this, the crucial questions are as follows: How can the United States best 0
exploit space technologies and maximize the contributions of these technologies toward
our military and economic security goals and objectives? How can the United States
provide cost-effective technological advances to overcome other countries' leads in

specific areas of space capabilities? 0

During this study, the technology subgroups made judgments about the adequacy
of current critical technology support. These judgments, though outside the charter and
objective of the SSTWG, were included because of their potential utility for the offices 0
and agencies responsible for developing these technologies.

F. RESULTS

This study identified and described the key quantitative parameters of militarily 0
critical space technologies and categorized the dual-use potential and military significance
of these technologies to provide a basis for policy and support priority decisions.

Of primary concern to DoD is the overall category of technologies that are
"militarily critical." These technologies are defined as those that are essential to 9
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accomplishing a military mission or objective---especially in overcoming a military mission
area deficiency--or are new enabling technologies thae have potential for significant
increase in a military capability. They represent the key to maintaining military space
capability leadership.

"Space-unique" technologies are those that support only the space mission. This
* important category of military critical technologies is identified in this study but, at this

time, is not specifically recognized in key DoD documents. These technologies are not
automatically being nurtured by other nonspace rrn'ssion thrusts. Visibility to senior DoD
and Congressional officials is key to future development of these technologies.

* Also identified are "dual-use" militarily critical technologies that have the potential
for mi-itary and commercial applications, with payoff for both. By being more precise and
improving the definitization of parameters that describe these dual-use technologies, the
United States can rel:ase formerly controlled technology for commercial export to

* strengthen its space industry and, at the same time, protect those technologies that support
security requirements.

Having categorized these technologies, part of the study charter was to examine
the implications of export control and "dual-use." Some commercial dual-use
technologies do not contribute to militarily significant technology since their operating
parameters or functions are significantly different. A case in point is the electronic
components of some military communication satellites that must operate in a more
hazardous radiation environment than the equivalent commercial satellites.

Since visibility and support are fundamental to fjrthering the R&D of these space-
unique militarily critical technologies, the SSTWG investigated the prospect of entering
into partnerships through Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRDAs)

* with industry and Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with specifi,- allied nations to
more effectively develop the technologies. Section M] lists specific recommendations for
each technology.

0 G. CONCLUSIONS

The SSTWG study concluded:

I. All Services need an Integrated space mission area "road map" to provide
a firm basis for space technology planning and prioritization. Space

0 technologies are not adequately recognized as an individual category in the
MCTL and in key DoD planning and funding documents.
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2. Modifications to the developmtent process techniques of systems engineering
and integration (SEWI) as applied to space systems (defining, developing,
manufActuring, integrating, testing, launching, and on-orbit operations) have
significant potential for greatei' efficiencies, cost saving, assured access to
space, and continued U.S. Rpace leadership.

3. Forty technologies
of the 116
militarily critical
space technologies,
have been identified U VAC4 Nrm ~S

and categorized as
critical space
,unique ahd should
be recognized as
such in the
appropriate DoD *"..\ LMIAWr VYtWAL

documentation.

Of these, 37 are
dual-use. These dual-use technologies require more precise and explicit
parameters to ensure that only critical items are controlled and those outside
the explicit parameters are made available to the open commercial market.

Thirty-six technology areas that have high payoff potential and are candidates
for additional investment have been identified.

Sixty-one
technologies were
recommended for a _____________ _______ T
change in their A

export control PRW TO sTy RE8W.M3 OF STWY
status: 27 of these
were recommended
for decontrol; 31
were recommended
for less stringent
contr'ol; and 3 not
currently controlled
were recommended
for control.

Sixty-three technologies have been identified as candidates for partnerships
through CRDAs and specific international agreements (MOUs).
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4. Payload modules, buses, and interfaces must be standardized to improve
technology insertion and provide improved interoperability and savings within

* the military and commercial space community.

5. Selling the products of space technology or on-orbit capabilities rather
than selling the specific technology has the significant potential of protecting
the U.S. job and production base and the associated development and

* production technologies. This practice has already begun with the Global
Positioning System (GPS) services and high-resolution space imagery
products ($400 million in 1993 and a potential $2 billion in 2000).

These space technology areas are treated in more detail in the "Technical

* Report, " IDA Document D-1521. Summary tables of each technology area are included

in Section III of this document.

H. RECOMMENDATIONS

1 Based on these conclusions, the SSTWG makes the following recommendations:

1. Space systems technologies should be included as a separate, unique section
in all future versions of the MCTL.

2. Key DoD planning and resource documents (such as the Defense Science
* and Technology Strategy and the DoD Key Technology Plan) should treat

space technology as a separate, unique area.

Specifically, DoD should create an integrated space mission area road map to
provide a firm basis for space technology prioritization and development.

* 3. An existing advisory board, such as the Defense Science Board (DSB), should
identify SE&I practices that have been successful in other key industries and
that can be applied to space programs.

4. The United States should include unique critical space systems
* technologies in the new international export control regime and

incorporate recommended changes.

5. Where beneficial, the United States should pursue both domestic and
international partnerships through CRDAs and MOUrs for identified
space system technologies to bring these technologies into production
soones and at lower unit cost.

6. DoD should take the initiative for the government and industry in defining
interface standards and should encourage standardization for launch
vehicle payloads, payload interfaces, and modular space components.

S-9



7. The United States should emphasize selling complete space systems or
using the products of space technolcy rather than selling the development
and production technoiogies themselves. This practice would improve the
U.S. job outlook and protect the criticrl technologies involved.

Implementing these recommendations will provide impetus and rationale for
ensuring that unique space-critical technologies are adequately recognized and that
the necessary investment is made now to ensure that the United States continues its
leadership in military space capabilities into the 21st century.

I. REVIEW PANEL

The following page lists the members of the SSTWG Review Panel. 9

1
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I. INTRODUCTION

Space is a unique environment that provides unparalleled military operational

* e*dvantages and economic opportunities.

The importance of space and space technology to provide global reach and

global power is captured in the statement by Air Force Secretary Widnall: "Control of

space and access to it are fundamental to economic and military security."

0 To the military rommander, space provides the advantages of viewing areas of interest,

knowing the weather, being able to navigate and accurately locate areas of concern, and the

ability to execute command and control of operational forces anywhere to support national

security goals and objectives.

To withstand the space environment, components must operate in conditions of

extreme thermal cycling and are exposed to radiation. Reliability requirements are

measured not in days but in years. This environment requires unique space tech-

nology parameters. The bottom line is that the unfriendly environment of space and its

impact on space systems, be it out-gassing, high-energy particle bombardment, radiation

damage, atomic oxygen reactions, or the long-life requirements of space components, is a

significant technological challenge.

* Many of the space-unique technologies have both military and commercial uses.

The few that are judged militarily critical will provide the United States with the capability

to maintain its military leadership role in space for years to come. These technologies

should be mcognized and given special attention. Section II discusses the specific tech-

* nologies that are identified as "space critical." Section ID gives additional information

about each of these technologies.
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II. CRITICAL SPACE TECHNOLOGIES

* ~A. SPACE SYSTEMS INTGRATION

SEWI technology involves the
process of defining, developing, SPC .YTM NER TO

0 ~manufacturing,, integrating, and
testing a cohesive system of pround, *TECHNIQUES, PROCESSES, AND TOOLS

THAT BREED GREATER EFFICIENCIES
launch, and space segments from + NMML AN CES

design concept and on-orbit +RM OUMCPMA

operation through disposal. For , SW"W02ftJAn
9 ~ ~~space, systerns, this process is very+CM4B 77A MMS

.RECOAMMENDA77ON
lengthy,, costly, and, for many of the WE AN0WAM-NW

processes, inefficient. Improvement in THE PS CSS 70ocng TO W SPAC

the SEWI "process" has the potential
9 for large payoffs in developing and

using critical space technologies.
Significant improvements in SEWI will play an important role in rr aintaining the ability of

9 the United States to be competitive in the world market.

One of the recommendations, is that an existing advisory board, such as the
DSB, review and study of the latest worldwide SE&I concepts and processes
available, particularly In the automotive and electronics Industries. The results of

0 this review should recommend a way to develop optimumn SE&I processes, techniques,
tools, simulatons, wand models to support space technology development and
production. Improvements in the efficiency of space systems' SEWI processes are
essential IV the United States Is to retain world space system leadership and reduce

0 costly, extended development as, for exaple, has been the case in the MfILSTAI(
progra.

In the future, it is envisioned that technology development and funding will follow
one or more of five broad concepts: (1) cost-shared research and development;

* ~(2) cooperative partnerships between government and industry; (3) support of



commercial research and development (R&D) by the DoD laboratories; (4) focus on
dual-use technolc.gies development; and (5) an expanded Science and Technology

Reliance program.

Examples of process and tedhnology items that have dual-use application are
improved radiation hardness compliance capability; fault tolerance; autonomous
operations via artificial intelligence (AI); space debris identification for cataloguing; launch

vehicle processing; electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and lightning protection;

standardized interfaces; a system design and synthesis process integrated with a system
requirements analysis process; systems engineering processes, including automated tools

and metrics; and integrated weapons systems management. One of the most important
emerging space technologies is self-testability, with a built-in-seof-test (BIST) capability

designed for all components and at system levels, including an autoa•omous and robotic
system design, to permit easy ground operational monitoring. Advanced autonomous
systems designs include BIST and self maintenance and high-reliability features.

Section MI of this document identifies critical processes and technologies that
should be improved, those that could be used in joint program ventures, and some that
should be funded by the government to improve U.S. competitiveness and market
position in the international arena

B. LAUNCH VEHICLES

The Delta, Atlas, and Titan

expendable boosters have been the U E C
backbone of our space lift capability
and will continue in this role into the * OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY NOT SUITABLE c€N

FOR CURRENT MISSIONS 8 M
21 st centuwy. However, these launch • SPACE SHUTTLE wiLL NOT PROWVDE LOw / ' NCE
vehicles were designed more than COST SPACE TRANSPORTvehiles ere esiged mre tan U.S. MARKET SHARE DE:CLINING
30 years ago and their technology is U.S. AwvR o sHrAiR s mcrNI

*HIGH COST- LOWER MISSION SUCCESS cornincu*now outdated and expensive to R A PtOT-ON 8E T tMISSIONSU ES , M.A L
operate. Although the space shuttle u ATLAS 890 TO SfN0 WLO-

* UNITED STATES HAS THE TECHNOLOGYwas envisioned the workhorse that * OPPORTUNITY TO REGAIN MARKET LEAD

would provide low-cost space

transportation, this goal has not been

and will not be realized.
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With the fall of the Iron Curtain, Russia has joined the competition for providing a

low-cost, highly reliable launch capability along with France, Japan, China, and Brazil.

Overall, the U.S. market share of space lhunches has decreased significantly since the

1980s. The impact of this trend is highlighted by the fact that the United States has

won only 3 of the last 19 space launch contract opportunities. France provided 50

percent of all worldwide commercial launches in the 1991-1992 time frame. This

situation has occurred because of a French investment strategy that has made their space

launching more cost effective and efficient.

To compare competitive costs for U.S. launch services, launching a satellite with
* the Atlas system costs $90 to $100 million. Launching a comparable load with an Russian

Proton missile costs only $20 to $50 million. The flight reliability of these systems is

difficult to verify.

The United States has the intrinsic capability to advance technology and

* regain the world space market lead. Space-critical technologies should be nurtured,

and, in some cases, protected as space-critical technology items to ensure U.S. military

and economic leadership (see Section HlI). Continued work in critical technologies,
such as fault-tolerant avionics, automated launch control systems, and electromechanical

and hydraulic systems, has the potential to reduce costs and increase launch system

reliability.

To reduce the time and cost of vehicle payload integration and launch and to

remain competitive in the world market, the U.S. government and industry must

standardize interfaces for the launch vehicle to the payload bus and employ new

advanced technology-based launch vehicles in order to reduce the infrastructure
and personnel requirements which are the most significant factors. These

technologies have significant payoff in modernized, near-term expendable systems and in

the more challenging reusable and single-stage-to-oibit systems of the future.

C. STRUCTURES

The United States continues to lead the world in the development and production

of aluminum-lithium (Al-Li) alloys and composite structures such as graphite-reinforced

thermosets and thermoplastics and metal matrix materials. However, Europe and Asia

are now challenging this U.S. lead.
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Applying this technology

to satellites and launch vehicles STRUCTU.E.

can provide weight savings of

up to 60 percent, with signifi- e CURRENT SYSTEMS

cant (greater than a factor of * HEAVIER, SINGLE-FUNCTION MATERIALS
* LOWEt TRAWERATURE.CAPA ,L MATERIALS

two) reductions in cost and * EWPICAL & DETERWN1STIC METHODOLOMS
+ LOW REUSABILITY& DAMAGE TOLERANCE

fabrication time. Using light- 9
weight, high strength-to-weight TECHNOLOGY GOALS

* UGTIIGHTH7~."Mr STARSUCTUJRES
ratio materials that are * SUSTAINED HIGH-TEMPERATURE OPERATIONS

* ADAPTIVE M PROBAMILISTYC METHODOLOGIES

dimensionally stable and have * REUSAWILUrV RE&IAEIL/Y FOR 10 ASsIONS

minimal out-gassing properties
will be required to meet future

space structure needs where weight reduction is a drivinig issue.

Continued work in structural control and system monitoring technologies

will provide critical data for new models and simulations, resulting in improvements

to all launch vehicle technologies.

Structural control technology is b 1ir.g developed to achieve higher pointing

precision and finer control. This will allow the United States to more accurately track

targets and provide better stable vibration-free platforms for space sensors and laser cross-

link communications.

Space systems health monitoring technology is being developed for use in

separating space packages and for maintaining space systems once they are in orbit. This 9

technology includes advanced methodologies for determining and sensing the actual

structural parameters that define the response of the system, analytical models that

accurately use the parameters to predict response, sensing systems to measure structural

response, and control systems that could include neural networks to respond to system

changes.

Most space structures technologies are considered dual-use, for which export

controls are not recommended. Instead, space structures technologies lend themselves

more to cooperative programs where the costs and benefits of new developments can

be shared and where both military and commercial benefits will accrue.

The main area of concern for militarily critical space structures technology is the

manufacturing and process techniques for advanced materials with embedded sensors
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that can detect and control vibration to less than 10 nanoradians angular pointing

accuracy. These manufacturing and process techniques should be controlled.

The critical space structures technologies requiring additional funding include

smart structure controls, advanced low-weight-to-stiffhess alloy and composite
development, and structured system health monitoring.

D. PROPULSION

The space systems
described in Launch Vehicles are

* based on old, expensive inter-
continental ballistic missile e CURRENT SYSTENS

(ICBM) technology. These + MNWOUITMAW nr.CPEOOY
* PRO~mLIItffotfem -5N W % LAWECI $7U37E

propulsion system s have coar
Smoderate-to-.high relability but . THE UNITED STATES HAS THE ENABIJNG

also have high operating costs. OOAL*

They are 35 to 50 percent of the {-osr
total missile system costs and -AX r.

* contribute greatly to pricing the L----OS

United States out of the world
launch market.

The United States has the enabling technologies to lead in low-cost propulsion
systems. However, we lack national priority and resource support to develop these
technologies for the next-generation propulsion systems and launch vehicles. In
addition, the availability of modified ICBM boosters and the existing infrastructure have
contributed to this situation. The goal of these enabling technologies is to provide robust,
efficient, simple, highly reliable, low-cost propulsion systems that meet critical

military launch requirements and also allow the United States to compete in the

commercial launch market.

Emerging critical propulsion technologies are grouped in three basic categories:
chemical (which includes liquid, solid and hybrid systems), low-thrust electrical, and
nuclear thermal. Electric propulsion can provide efficient station-keeping and
maneuvering capabilities. Each of these technologies has considerable potential, and R&D

must be continued. Future rocket and missile systems will use all of these propulsion
technologies in one form or another.
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Low-cost solids and low-pressure, high-tolerance liquid aropellant systems or

hybrids are the leading candidates to meet our currently projected first stage

propulsion needs. Nuclear thermal propulsion appears to be very attractive for high- 0

energy upper stage propulsion and for co-generated electrical output systems;

however, it must overcome additional environmental challeages to reach its 0ull

space potential.

Most propulsion technologies are dual-use and have direct comamercial appli- 9

cations. Propulsion technologies needing export control are those that apply to ballistic

missile proliferation. To offset these controls, the United States should be prepared to

sell the launch or on-orbit service provided by this new technology. The sale of these

services will not only improve the U.S. position in the world launch market but will 0

reduce the desire cf other nations to develop their own capability or seek services

elsewhere.

Dual-use propulsion technologies that need additional resource support to

reach maturity include high-energy density propulsion materials, improved

propellant bonding, and advanced cryo-cooling and storage.

E. POWER AND THERMAL

MANAGEMENT

Power and thermal manage- -E
ment are key technologies for effective

use of the space environment. Taken SYSTEM GOALS

together, the Environmental Protec-

tion System (EPS) constitutes 10 to 0 M_
30 percent of spacecraft weight.

New power and thermal management =V PMoD
a Pnpm PHAD A"edb" MSGAdvanced ItMAD

technologies must be supported if 345 WIkg 57W/kg 8-10m MODg
the United States is to maintain its B-10 Wlkg

competitive position in the world

market. 
am

Future space applications, both commercial and military, will require high

power (greater than a kilowatt), long duration operation (greater than 3 years). and

controlled operating temperatures for spacecraft hardware. These demanding require-

ments lead to a preference for passive systems that operate maintenance free, provide •
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heat rejection by radiation, require low mass and volume, and are capable of reliable
autonomous operation. Power generation, other than photovoltaic, requires thermal
management at high temperatures while sensors, electronics, and crew support require
thermal management at moderate-to-cryogenic temperatures.

Solar cells mounted on the surface of the spacecraft or deployed on solar arrays
* are highly reliable and account for the majority of power generation systems flying

today. Today's state-of-the-art cells include lower cost silicon (Si), which is 13 percent
efficient, and more radiation-resistant gallium arsenide (GaAs) with efficiencies of up to
19 percent. Advanced cells, including thin-film, poly-crystalline (or amorphous) silicon,

* and multi-band-gap (MBG) cells, are being developed to lower cost, increase efficiency,
and provide higher radiation resistance. The United States currently leads in most
solar cell developments.

Dynamic conversion of solar energy offers the potential for high efficiency and
* reduced drag in orbit. Solar energy, focused into a heat receiver, heats a working fluid.

The working fluid drives a heat engine, using either a Brayton, Rankine, or Stirling
thermodynamic cycle. This engine, in turn, drives an alternator that converts the heat into
electrical energy. T7e system-specific power (WAcg) of solar dynamic conversion is

* currently not competitive with photovoltaic systems, as is shown later in Section IlL
Continued wor* is needed in these technologies to achieve high efficiency and
reduced-weight power conversion system&

Nuclear power systems have high power densities, operate independently from
orbit position (eclipse, distance to the Sun), and have potentially long operating life and
growth potentiaL. Two nuclear candidates are nuclear fission reactors and radioisotope
systems.

Nuclear fission reactor technology has high theoretical promise for space
applications but requires significant continued development. Long, unattended
operations with high reliability and autonomous control are required, and operating
temperatures are high. Compact designs will require effective shielding and radiation-
hardened sensors.

Radioisotope systems, up to a few hundred watts, have operated reliably in space
for decades on a total of 23 U.S. space missions.

Batteries for power storage typically comprise 10 percent of the total spacecraft
dry weight. Nickel-cadmium (NiCd) and nickel-hydrogen (NiH2 or NiMH 2) batteries are
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state of the art. New developments include sodium-sulfur (NaS) and solid-state polymer
(SSP) batteries. The Japanese have taken the lead in SSP batteries because of anticipated
commercial applications. The graphic on the previous page describes the future power
and thermal management system technology goals.

Thermal management is critical to spacecraft design and includes the development
of microchannel heat exchangers, cryogenic refrigerators (cryocoole. ) and heat
pipes that have an effective thermal conductivity several hundred times that of the best
metals and have no moving parts. In space, because of the rejection of heat only by
radiation, the development of carbon-carbon (C-C) radiators and lightweight heat transfer
technologies is very important and requires further R&D.

Most space power and thermal management technologies are dual-use.
Technologies that make the power system (and the spacecraft) more survivable against
man-made hazards are likely to be unique for military systems. Some long duration
commercial spacecraft may require hardening against pellets, ultraviolet (UV) radiation,
and natural space radiation.

Most power and thermal control system technologies are produced and marketed
internationally for both commercial and military applications. To be economically viable,
technologies being developed in military programs may require an unrestricted market
or government-subsidized production to provide the stimulus for advanced
commercial development of these new technologies. This was the case in the early
development of communication satellites.

Dual-use technologies that need additional support to reach maturity include
high-specific-power photo-voltaic cells, high-energy density batteries (recydable
over 1000 times), and high-efficiency cryocoolers.

F. COMMUNICATIONS,

Space communication is a powerful

force multiplier and is critical to modern * POWERFUL FORCE mu PUMERe CONODERAKE DUAWANJE.
military operations. With the boom in . LARGE COMERCIAL POrTENIAL

telecommunication products and services, +** A DA Om X5' WoCM MM
*• OMM t ONM AMMt~ug AN• StOW• dAM"

telecommunication applications continue " "

to be on the forefront of military 4 MINu'WurouLUiORiM

advances and are mandatory to maintaining metE
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a superior force. Correspondingly, the dependence on space communications has

steadily increased.

Some military needs are unique; however, most space communications

technologies are dual-use. Approximately 35 countries have space programs, and the
predominant emphasis is in communications. A significant number of these countries are

* trying to become a leading developer in the space communications industry. The United
States is the dominant country in space communications; however, several countries and
multinational alliances are competing technologically with U.S. industry in many areas of

space communications.

9 Unique space-critical technologies need additional support in the following

subsystems: adaptive nunling, integrated phased array and large multibeam antenna
systems, solid-state amplifiers, and gipbit (Gb) rate receivers.

System flexibility and accessibility are very important. Even with the increased
capacity of fiber optic communications, space communications will still be needed to fill
the communication gaps of land-based systems. Satellites have this flexibility in all
regions of the world.

0 Space communications is still

overwhelmingly a government sector C MA O
activity. The vast majority of the
world's investment in space communi- * SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY A PRIMARY

REQUIREMENT
cations (more than 60 percent) comes * SYMMETRY BETWEEN MILITARY AN W

from government funding. As the COMMERCIAL
* TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SIGNIFICAI

space communications industry LEVERAGE AVAILABLE
9 MILITARY LEADS FUTURE VISION FOR MAIL-

matures, this percentage could change, INDUSTRYARCHITECTURE
but space investments currently seem to
lie outside the financial planning

borizons of most companies. The U.S. ,,.,

commercial sector has depended to a
Sgreat extent on the government and military work to support their R&D. With the
reduction in government support for military satellites, companies have experienced a
coresponding reduction in R&D investments for potential commercial satellite

technologies.
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The U.S. military will continue to be a dominant user and developer of commu.-
nication satellites. In this position, the U.S. Government can use this leverage to assist the
U.S. commercial sector in technology advancement and significant manufacturing
improvements. For example, standardized modular designs provide flexibility while

achieving considerable development improvements.

If the U.S. Government took the lead in standardizing a future modular

architecture for all communication satellites, this action would allow the potential for
cost sharing and a U.S. competitive advantage. A modular architecture derived from

the military to assist industry in technology advancement and provide commonalty could
reduce engineering and development costs in many sectors of the space industry.
Accomplishing this goal will require a partnership to further the capabilities of the military

and industry. This partnership has the potential to provide the improvements in the
civilian economic competitiveness in communications that are needed to maintain our
global position in space communications developments. It also could be an important
element in capturing the expanding third world market and is of great interest in Iridium- 0

type direct satellite communications systems, where literally hundreds of satellites are

involved.

G. ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTERS 9

Most space electronic and

computer components perform the & C M - -

same function as that of their "• RMA77AON HAODENGt
nonspace counterparts. However, MAL DMW

space electronics and computer * SURMVADUTrY

components must be highly reliable • Xm as

and radiation hardened. The • w.NOW BTF

graphic depicts the critical elements • PQaWu

of space electronic and computer LAMIuf.V

technologies. * AAVWn1A V4

Radiation hardening of * ----~S

electronic components and their

design for survival against electromagnetic pulse (EMP), strong radio frequency or (RF)
waves, lasers, and the natural space environment-when combined with high reliability
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and low power, volume, weig1t, and cost-present a severe challenge for space

electronics and computer technology.

Reliability is a very critical requirement for space electronics and involves a

number of important technologies, including the overall architecture of adaptive and

redundant system design, packaging technologies, and testing technologies.

*1 Important ongoing technology developments that must be supported are

hardened digital processors, packaging of monolithic wafers and hybrid wafer scale

integration (multichip modules), and three-dimensional (3D) packaging. Fault-

tolerant computing, optical processing, and opto-electronic integrated circuits are also
* important space technologies. Radiation hardened micro-electronic-mechanical systems

(MEMSs), which are a class of sensors that respond to physical stimulus and transmit

electrical impulses for interpretation, measurement, or operation by a control system, are

vital to advanced space systems.

Virtually all electronics and computer technologies used in space have a ground-

based or a civilian space-based counterpart and are, therefore, dual-use. However,

two military areas, strategic radiation hardening (nuclear weapons environment) and
extraordinary survival technologies (space weapons environment), have no ground-

based or civilian space-based counterparts. These technologies should be p rvtected

from unresicted exporL

Dual-use technologies that need additional support to reach maturity include

improved radiation hardening; lightweight, high-efficiency electronics; (3D)

packaging; fault-tolerant, high-speed computer hardware; and very high reliability

electronics and computers fhr flights of 10 years or longer in duration.

H. ASTRONAUTICS (GUIDANCE, ASR- AI,
NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL)

Ballistic missile accuracy depends * PLA TFORM POSIITONING a STAEILIZA rION
"*OPS WT"ORTWON

on inertial space platform navigation and e ENHANCElDOft PElFORIIANCROFTWARIT"• ROO LASEIFGM• OPTICS OVAO8

guidane system technology. Mfitary NNNAN0 0 YNDORO PERFORMANOI OFTWARE
g ORBITAL MECHANICS

satellite sensors and laser communication . LOW ArOIPVinoa C DRAOEOMWO

crosslinks (which must have high data rates * DUAL.USE

with a low probability of intercept) require

precision astro-nautics. Third World

Il-ilse,
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countries want this technology and as many as 15 countries already have operational
ballistic missiles.

Recent technology developments (GPS, fiber optic gyros, and software

algorithms) make simpler, less expensive, and highly accurate guidance components

available to many countries. The gyroscopes, accelerometers, and accompanying

technologies required for the stabilization and navigation of the satellite while on orbit are

approximately the same technologies used to launch the satellite (or a ballistic missile) into

orbit. Also, this same basic astronautic technology is used for civilian applications such as
commercial aircraft and ship stabilization and navigation and for peaceful space
applications such as weather and communication satellites.

The dual-use capability characteristic of astronautic technology elements,
items, and systems presents a serious problem for participants in today's global
space market. Many times, countries purchase technology for legitimate purposes, but

some countries (as demonstrated by pre-Gulf War Iraq) retro-engineer, copy, or directly
divert technologies that are considered to be tightly controlled.

A critical example of dual-use technology is the readily available GPS. The GPS

was developed to provide military land, sea, and air forces with their precise location on

the earth and in low aerospace. The use of GPS in civilian applications is increasing.

The GPS can be used to enhance satellite guidance and attitude performance.

Unfortunately, the GPS has potentially dangerous applications such as an inexpensive

ballistic missile guidance system. Although DoD has incorporated a "war mode" into
the GPS that decreases the accuracy of the system, several techniques (through

software and hardware) allow a large portion of this inaccuracy to be removed.
More than 300 versions of GPS receivers are sold throughout the world. A similar

system is Russia's Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS). Although GPS is

now fully operational, the Russians have not completed the necessary orbital portion of
their system. However, receivers are being built to receive signals from both systems to

resolve ambiguity and loss of signal that may occur with either system.

Dual-use technologies such as advanced gyroscopes, accelerometers, and

accompanying technologies need cooperative agieements with industry to achieve

the required Improvements.

Control of the militr.rily critical elements of astronautic technology is difficult. The

current MCTL includes but does not adequately define many of these technologies. One
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approach to controlling this predominately dual-use technology is to emphasize the sale or
use of our technology products in complete vehicles or on-orbit capabilities where value
added by the United States has been maximized and reverse engineering is difficult.

L SENSORS AND SURVEILLANCE

* Existing controls have allowed
the United States to maintain a lead , . V ,,

in space sensors. Emerging technol-
ogies provide the potentW to a OCRO WN JEWELS.%.VISIBLE AND INPRA RED (R)SENSORS

maintain this lead. However, new * REAL.TWE DISMAL DArA COLLECON
technologies such as optical memory 4 INTEGRA TED ARONITEOTURE - RAPID DATA TRANSFER

devices, programmable chips, high- e MANY DUAL-USE SENSORS - HARD TO PROTECT
"* VISILE I NEAR IR: ELECTRONIC PNOTOORAPHY. HIgH.

resolution vidicon tubes (where DEPRNITJ@ TELEVISION IEWVJ"4 Ift: FIRE, RESCUE, POLICE, MANUFACTURING

competition is strong, particularly POREION COMPETITION

from the Japanese), and focal plane
arrays (from Japan and France) are
challenging our ability to maintain

40 this space sensor technology lead. An expected large market exists for high-
resolution vidicons for high-definition television (HDTV).

These new technology challenges, combined with reverse engineering and
cannibalization of existing systems, compel the United States to support the emerging
technologies and to control existing critical technologies. Long wave infrared (LWIR)
sensors that provide high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios with very low noise background at
cryogenic temperatures must be developed to image cold objects against a very cold
background. These LWIR sensors are required to detect and identify debris and space

0 objects.

Curreat electro-optic and infrared (IR) sensors allow the United States to examine
activity at any point on or near the earth. The electronic readout capability of the newer
sensors gives the satellite an essentially indefinite life on station as compared to earlier
systemW that used film and were limited by the magazine size. In cues where scattered
sunlight or thermal radiation is not adequate to form images of sufficient detail and clarity,
laser illumination can be used. These capabilities are central to the U.S. early warning
capability for missile launches and locating nuclear detonations and are also a major
component of tactical and strategic data collection.
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Some critical astronautic technologies are as follows:

High-resolution, space-qualified charged coupled device (CCD) arrays
and large (8192 element or greater) linear detector arrays that allow electronic
readout of image data from the ultraviolet to near infrared (1.2 microns)
spectral region. A detector with a resolution element spacing of It 3 in
would allow a resolution equivalent to a good, fast high-resolution film
such as Kodak Tri-X. This is the technology of choice for imaging space
cameras in satellites and for ground- or aircraft-based devices for space
object identification.

" Space-qualified, IR sensors, which are the key element in sensor systems,
such as the Deep Space Probe (DSP), that monitor missile launches. A major
concern is whether the sensing element and the cryogenics to support it
will function reliably in space with unattended operation for 5 to 10
years.

" IR detector arrays, often called focal plane arrays (FPAs), including one
dimensional (ID), two dimensional (2D), or three dimensional (3D) arrays
enable imaging analogous to the vidicons in the visible spectrum. While a
vidicon responds to fight wavelengths generated as scattered sunlight or man-
made radiation, the IR array responds to the heat radiation emitted by the
sunlight or by other hot or warm objects. The reduced spatial resolution
(because of the long wavelength) is offset by the improved contrast to the
background for heat engines, the ability to "see" at night, and an improved
ability to penetrate cloud cover.

Active sensors, including radar and ladar, which provide decisive
improvements in support to theater forces. Day/night adverse weather
theater surveillance by radar will improve command, control, communications,
and identification (C31) on the battlefield. Ladar can improve weather
information and imagery. Dual-use potentials are more limited for active
sensors.

Space-qualified, high S/N arrays (greater than 50,000 elements) for long JR wave-
lengths may need to be controlled because of their strategic importance. However, since

most military space sensor and surveillance technology is dual-use, the same [II
detectors may have many terrestrial applications. Currently, both "space-" and
"nonspace-qualified" JR detectors are embargoed because of Army terrestrial

requirements.

A dual-use example of astronautic technology is the Hubble Space Telescope,

which is a reconnaissance camera looking up rather than down. Now that spherical
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aberration is corrected, Hubble could function as an "embargoed sensor" for some

militarily critical applications and as a classic universe exploring telescope. The United

States should continue the present sensor and surveillance export control limits, with

constant upgrade and review, to attempt to allow the maximum latitude for the

development of scientific and earth resource space-based sensors (as well as ground- and

space-based astronomy) consistent with protection of critical defense technologies.

One approach, mentioned earlier, to controlling this predominantly dual-use

technology is to emphasize selling the products of our technology in complete vehicles

or on-orbit capabilities where value added by the United States has been maximized

and reverse engineering is difficult.

J. OPTICS

Optical components and
their related technologies are very * LIGHTWEIGHT SPACE OPTICS

important to the U.S. military and . ADAPTIVE OPTICS

commercial space capabilities and e COOLED, HEL OPTICS
* UNCOOLED, HEL OPTICS

the space industry. Optics are * LOW A8ORPON COAWOS

critical elements of surveillance and * SNOLE-CRYS7,L SILICON

reconnaissance satellites. They set

the limits of possible target
detection, identification, and

resolution.

Optical components are also critical elements in projected space-based High-

Energy Laser (HEL) systems. If these optics do not have the proper figure (shape) and

finish (polish) and cannot survive operational power levels, the laser system cannot

perform as required. Low-power, relatively large optical elements are required for

space power, relay, and communication systems.

Another critical optics area is the projected manufacture of optical elements or

materials in space. This includes manufcturing membrane or lightweight optics (that are

either too large or fragile to be launched from earth) and processing optical materials in

space.
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Four areas comprise the critical space optics technologies process:

1. Design of the optical systems and components

2. Production methods for highly accurate, lightweight optical components

3. Specialized exotic materials used for the optics

4. Precision meteorology associated with the fabricating and certifying space
optics. 9

Space optics also can be classified as cooled or uncooled. Cooled optics are

most commonly used in exclusively military HEL applications. Uncooled optics fall

into two basic categories. The first category is low-absorption coatings for mirrors used

for surveillance, reconnaissance, acquisition, pointing, and tracking and those used for 0

communication applications. Most of these optics require high-reflectivity coatings or

partially transmissive or selective wavelength coatings. Many of the optics in this category
are dual-use. The second category is the advanced transmissive component typified by

single-crystal silicon optics. 0

The combination of a substrate that is transmissive at the application wavelength

and a very low absorption coating allows the use of uncooled optics for HEL

application. This relatively new technology represents a breakthrough in optical

component development for HEL systems (specifically, space-based HEL applications) 0

because it substitutes very expensive, complex, heasy components with lightweight,

Inexpensive components.

Optics in the second category of uncooled optics are currently used exclusively 0

in military applications and must be protected for both space and terrestrial

applications. In addition, the development and production technology for large phased

array deployment and control are space unique and critical for HEL military

appication.

Most optics have dual-use. Nearly all optical systems in space can be used for

both military and commercial applications. For example, surveillance satellites are used

for military oberaon and for mapping natural resources, evaluating environmental
effects, and conducting astronomical studies. Space communications and the manufacture 0

of optics and optical materials are also areas of potential dual-ue. Reconnaissance and

directed enerly weapon (e.g., space-based laser) applications are uniquely military.

Optical technology has seen more progress in the past 30 years than during

any other comparable time period. Laser technology and modem computers have
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radically expanded the number of applications for optical components and have
revolutionized the measurement and fabrication of optics. This revolution in optics has
occurred for defense-related components and systems and for commercial products
and applications.

The United States, Japan, and most Western European countries have well-
*O developed capabilities in optics per se but less capability in dedicated advanced space

optical systems and components. The United States must balance the need for
allowing industry to compete in tlre expanding optical components and technologies
world market and for protecting military interests.

* The primary technology requiring additional support and development is the
radiation and atomic oxygen hardening of optics and their coatings.

K. VULNERABILMT AND SURVIVABILIT

Survivability of space systems
covers the technologies associated with VI &I LT
protecting or hardening these systems * REDUCE VULNERABILfTY BYBEING HARD TO
as they perform designated missions in .

* HMinatural or man-made hostile environ- * K"
ments. 9 PROTECT AGAINST MAN-MADE HAZARDS

*AMGCRWAVE
* LAMIRThe vulnerabiity of space * NucL m RATMON

systems is reduced by making the *.M, oMANc EM, #

systems hard to find, hard to hit, and 9 SUPPORTING EFPORTS
* SeA CUG JO8* TNT ttrp.A lIon

hard to kill. * UNVMENOTAM .& UPc W •N•AoN

Technologies that suppress and
control signatures; techniques for deception, proliferation, and reconstitution; and
use of off-orbit spares are important to enhanced system protection for the "hard-to-find"
cases. Technologies such as autonomy, maneuverability, attack warning, and use of
decoys are important for the "hard-to-hit" casms. Technologies such as hardening to
nuclear, laser, RF, kinetic energy weapon, and debris environments are important for
the "hard-to-kill" cases. The mission-critical space system components that are
important to radiation harden include sensors, processors, communications components,
attitude control systems, power systems, structures, and propulsion systems.
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The Importance of protecting space systems against natural and man-made hostile
environments must not be mirnmized. Developing and placing a space system in orbit

and repairing or maintaining this system in orbit--if this is possible--are very costly. In

the past, equipment designs have included protection features that resulted in a military-

unique system.

Dual-use technologies are being encouraged, if not demanded, because of the
need for economic leverage. Consequently, the United States must evaluate the

controlld technologies and processes very carefully to meet military system needs
without limiting the ability to take advantage of the lower cost commercial technology

being developed.

Many of the military and government hardening protection technologies

appropriate for the natural environments must be considered for commercial

applications. Commercial and military systems must survive in many of the same natural

environments, and many times the military depends on commercial systems (e.g., space
communications). Therefore, these dual-use technologies should be shared, where
practical, to enhance the survivability and reduce the costs of military and

commercial systems.

Identifying the critical vulnerability and survivability technologies is the result

of an orderly process (see the "Technical Report," IDA Document D-1S21) that relates

specific space system characteristics, missions, and capabilities to the known threat
environments, damage mechanisms, and protecting dosigns and technologies.

Technologies that are militarily unique relate to the hostile man-made space
environment, which includes nuclear radiation, electromagnetic susceptibility, EMP,
high-power RF, microwave -ffects, laser effects, space debris, signature and signature

control, and space object identification. Some of these survivability technologies are

common to both military and commercial space systems.

Two identified military critical technologies that must be protected are filters that

limit high power RF energy while passing the wavelengths of the sensor signal and

processes and algorithms that identify foreign spacecraft by using their signatures.
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L. QUALIFICATION AND TESTING

• Space qualification and testing is
the bridge between designing and
manufacturing a system to meet a

specific mission profile and the
verification and assurance before• COMPLETE TESTING

launch that the system will function +LOWPAOOUCTKNRAes

properly. Qualification and testing +WCOsW COMPLEXITy+ M/ON RW/.AftffY

technologies include advanced measure- + E•RONUENTAL SWUL77ON

ment or metrology techniques, + BWAVORMVMV# NTAL MODENG

environmental test facilities and
simulation, system design response and X At, ,.r ;T,.NA

environmental prediction models, data .

collection and analysis systems, and test
engineering tools and practices.

The United States leads in sophisticated space qualification and testing
capabilities, but not in cost-effective, automated testing and launch processing,

* which the French currently are using with the Ariane V.

The basis of a space system test program is the natural and induced
environment to which the system will be subjected during manufacturing, assembly,
shipping, pre-launch, launch, ascent, and on-orbit operation. Test levels are based on
worst case predicted levels with minimum stress levels adequate to detect and screen
infant mortality failures. Hardware testing is conducted throughout the entire

manufacturing process starting with the raw materials and piece parts through the total
system level. A typical DoD satellite system may require 1 to 2 years of system level
testing.

The natural space environment includes system exposure to vacuums, magnetic
fields, trapped radiation, solar particles, cosmic rays, atomic oxygen, upper atmospheric
drag, micrometeoroids, thermal radiation, and zero gravity. Induced space system
environments include effects caused by ground processing, transportation, handling,
storage, launch injection, debris, and weapons system radiation.

Space system test programs, regardless of the customer (military, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), or commercial), are designed to ensure
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low-risk, high reliability end items. Low-quantity production rates and unique

designs minimize opportunities to take advantage of volume production and test practices.
Technology development that facilitates the reliable testing of systems, reduces system 0
life cycle costs, and expedites the turn-around time and delivery schedules of space

systems will provide a competitive advantage in what is clearly a growing and global

market.

The increasing complexity of microelectronics devices and the trend toward

smaller, more complex satellites presents technology challenges in the test area related

to time, cost, test capacity/capability, and metrology. Needed improvements include

more effective means of measuring, controlling, and verifying manufacturing operations;

improved nondestructive test methods and sensor techniques; sophisticated, high-quality

software engineering tools; and the development of new or improved metrology and

dosimetry capabilities.

Application of photonics and fiber optics is rapidly increasing, and this raises

numerous reliability and radiation hardness issues related to testing and space
application. Realistically and/or cost effectively testing under on-orbit environmental

conditions and system applications is difficult or impossible with large space structures.

This reality is forcing increased use and reliance on dynamic modeling and prediction

techniques. Finally, test engineering and application of design and test philosophies

targeted at automated test and checkout, built-in test (BIT), and increased application nf
knowledge-based, expert systems for data accquisition and analysis -will be key in

achieving cost objectives while maintaining or improving reliability.

Except for the military weapons threat, technologies related to space

qualification and testing will have dual-use application for most space systems. As

indicated earlier, the entire space community is driven by economic factors to build more

reliable systems in less time and at reduced costs. Development and application of
critical qualification and testing technologies will play a major role in accomplishing

DoD, NASA, and commercial program cost, performance, and schedule objectives.

A related problem is that methodologies must be developed to produce a8-

identify parts and materials in large quantities, with assured high reliability. The current

specification system does not allow quality criteria to be used; therefore, parts and

materials that meet existing specification requirements may not have the required reliability

for space missions. The current practice for space equipment is to identify and control the

11-20
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parts and materials at least to the manufacturing lot numbers. If assured-reliability parts

awd materials were developed and made available as standard items, considerable in-

process space vehicle testing costs could be eliminated without reducing mission success

probability.
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TIV. SPACE SYSTEMS ECHNOLOGY WORKING GROUPS S(SSTWG)

* This section lists the people involved with the SSTWG.
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SSTWG

Dr. Raymond Wick (Co-Chairperson) Gerald K. Hendricks (Co-Chairperson)
Chief Scientist for Space and Missile (MajGen, USAF Ret.)

Technology Institute for Defense Analyses •Phillips Laboratory
L Kirk Lewis - Technical Advisor

Dr. Archibald MacMillan (COL, USA, Ret.)
Aerospace Technical Advisor Institute for Defense Analyses
The Aerospace Corporation Norman Jorstad

Director, Technology Identification and
Analysis Center (TIAC)
Institute for Defense Analyses

SSTWG SUBGROUP CHAIRPERSONS

Space Systems Engineering and Space Power and Thermal
Integration Management

Col. Warren Riles W. Ralph James
Director of Systems Integration Acting Dept. Division Chief
HQ, SMC/SDE Space Power and Thermal MgMt.

Phillips Laboratory

Space Structures Technologies Robert Vacek (Co-Chairperson)

Dr. Rodney Galloway Chief, Space Thennal Mgmt. Branch
Group Chief for Structural Research Phillips Laboratory

Phillips Laboratory
Launch Vehicle Technologies

Mark 0. Benton (Co-Chaipesn)
Project Manager Kenneth Hampstern
Rockwell International Space Systems Director, Vehicle Launch Technology

Division Office
Phillips Laboratory
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Space Propulsion Technologies Space Vulnerability and

* Wilbur (Buss) Wells Survivability Technologies

Manager, Brallistic Missiles and Spacc Alfred Sharp
Systems Support Division Chief for Advanced Weapons

OLAC PLXSS (AF Rocket Lab.) Survivability
Phillips Laboratory

* Space Communications
Technologies Astronautic (Guidance,

Gregory Ed~und Navigation, and Control)

Director, Communications Systa'ms Technologies
The Aerospace Corporation Christopher Simi

Electro-Optics Engineering
Space Electronics and Computer Army Night Vision Laboratory

Technologies CECOM

Jerry Heffner Space Optics Technologies
* Proliferation Staff Officer

National Aerospace Intelligence Center Theresa McCarth-Brow
Group Chief for Large Optics ResearcnCapt. Robert D. Pugh (Co-Chairperson) Phillips Laboratory

Chief, Microelectronics and Phctonics

Research Branch
Space Qualification and Testing

Space Sensors and Surveillance Technologies

Technologies David Davis
Chief, Component Engineering DivisionJohn M~cMehon USAIF/SMCtSDI-P

* Chief Scientist, Optical Sciences Division
Naval Research Laboratory
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GLOSSARY

ID one dimensional

2D two dimensional

3D three dimensional

AI artificial intelligence

AX-U aluminum-lithium

BIST built-in self test

BIT built-in test

BOL beginning of life

C-C carbon-carbon

CAD computer-aided design

CAM computer-aided manufacturing

cc cubic centimeter

CCD charged coupled device

CWDA Cooperative Research and Development Agreement

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

db decibel

DnD Department of Defense

DSB Defense Science Board
DSP Deep Space Probe

EMC electromagnetic capability

EMP electromagnetic pulse
EPS Environmental Protection System

FPA focal plane array

GaAS gallium arsenide

Gb gigabit

GB gigabyte
GHz gigaherm

GLONASS Global Navigation Satellite System

gm gram
GPS Global Positioning System
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HDTV high-definition television

HEL high-energy laser

Hz hertz

ICBM intercontinental ballistic missile

IR infrared

kg kilogram

kN kilo-newton

kW kilowatt

ladar laser detecting and ranging

LAMP Large Aperture Mirror Program

LANDSAT land satellite

LDEF Long-Duration Exposure Facility

LWIR long wave infrared

MCTL Militarily Critical Technologies List

MEMS Micro-Electronic-Mechanical System

MGB multi-band gap

M14Z megahertz
MILSATCOM military satellite communications

mm millimeter

MN mega-newton

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

Mpa megapascals

N ncwton

NaS sodium-sulfur

NASA National Aeronautius and Space Administration

NERVA nuclear engine for rocket vehicle application

NiCd nickel-cadium

NiH2 or NiMH2 nickel-hydrogen •

nvt neutron velocity time

ppm parts per million

PV/W pressure-volume/weight

R&D research and development 0

radar radio detecting and ranging

RDT&E research, development, test, and evaluation
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RF radio frequency

rms rCot mean square

* S/N signal-to-noise

SE&I Systems Engineering and Integration

sec second

SEMP single expansion mode pulse

* Si silicon
SSP solid-state polymer

SSTWG Space Systems Technology Working Group

TBD to be determined
0 TIAC Technology and Identification Analyses Center

UV ultraviolet

W watt

W/W watts input power per watt of cooling
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